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CLARIFICATION TO SXG SHAREHOLDERS –
BARLEE GOLD PROJECT
We refer to the proposal by Beacon Minerals Limited (“Beacon Minerals”) to sell Mining
Lease 77/1254 (“Barlee ML”) to Ramelius Resources Limited (“Ramelius”), which is
subject to the approval of Beacon Mineral’s shareholders at the general meeting
scheduled for 12 March 2012.
In its letter to Beacon Minerals’ shareholders accompanying the Notice of Meeting,
released to ASX on 8 February 2012, Beacon Minerals stated:
“During the December quarter, and in parallel with the submission of the Proposal to
Mine to the Department of Mines and Petroleum, extensive discussions were held with
various parties looking at options such as toll treatment, a stand-alone processing plant
and other commercial arrangements. The Directors took the decision that the sale of the
Barlee ML to Ramelius represented the best value to shareholders with respect to both
risk and return.”
Southern Cross Goldfields Limited (“SXG” or “the Company”) would like to clarify for its
shareholders the Company’s involvement in discussions with Beacon Minerals regarding
the Barlee Gold Project, including Mining Lease 77/1254.
SXG was a party to discussions involving the disposal of Mining Lease 77/1254 during
the December quarter, and earlier, in 2011. In early 2011, SXG made a formal offer to
the Board of Beacon Minerals to acquire Beacon Minerals gold assets that comprise the
Barlee Gold Project including Mining Lease 77/1254. SXG’s offer consisted of an offer to
acquire the tenement comprising the Barlee Gold Project in consideration for the issue to
Beacon Minerals of 60 million SXG shares to be distributed in-specie to Beacon
shareholders.
Whilst it is apparent that SXG’s offer has not been accepted by Beacon Minerals, SXG’s
offer has not been withdrawn by the Company and, as far as SXG is aware, it has not
received any formal rejection of its offer from Beacon Minerals.
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The Company has today written to the Board of Beacon Minerals regarding its offer and
reiterating its willingness to enter into negotiations to acquire the Barlee Gold Project
should Beacon Minerals shareholders vote against the sale of the Barlee ML to
Ramelius.
The Board of SXG is of the belief that its offer for the acquisition of the Barlee Gold
Project represents superior immediate value to Beacon Minerals shareholders, as well as
superior long term upside potential via exposure to Southern Cross Goldfields’
production strategy, extensive regional gold exploration potential and exciting Copper
Bore project (refer Figure 1).
SXG shareholders will be aware of the Company’s stated regional gold production and
consolidation strategy involving the establishment of a gold production facility at Marda
Central (100 kilometres south of Barlee) and the Company’s activities during 2011 in
successfully concluding three regional gold consolidation transactions.
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Those transactions involved:





the acquisition of an option over Barranco Resources 140,000 ounce gold resources at Red Legs and Die Hardy;
the acquisition of Renaissance Minerals tenements in the Marda/Southern Cross regions along with an earn-in arrangement
at the high-grade Radio Gold Mine, and
the acquisition from Radar Iron of gold and other non-iron rights surrounding the Company’s Copper Bore project.

Shareholders will also be aware of the substantial upside presented by the Company’s extensive and highly prospective 4,000km2
tenements and rights package in the Marda district. The Company has also recently announced highly encouraging exploration
results along its Evanston Shear gold corridor and at its Copper Bore VMS base metals project.

- ENDS -

For further details, please contact
Glenn Jardine, Managing Director – Southern Cross Goldfields Ltd
Telephone: +61 8 9215 7600, email glennj@scross.com.au
Refer to www.scross.com.au
For media inquiries, please contact:
Nicholas Read – Read Corporate
Telephone: +61 9388 1474, email nicholas@readcorporate.com.au
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FIGURE 1
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Southern Cross Goldfields Limited (SXG). The information and opinions contained in this document are
derived from public and private sources which we believe to be reliable and accurate but which, without further investigation, cannot be
warranted as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is supplied on the condition that SXG, and any director, agent or
employee of SXG, are not liable for any error or inaccuracy contained herein, whether negligently caused or otherwise, or for loss or damage
suffered by any person due to such error, omission or inaccuracy as a result of such supply.
This announcement contains forward looking statements that are subject to risk factors associated with a mineral exploration business.

Where the company expresses or implies an expectation or belief as to future events or results, such expectation or belief is expressed in good
faith and believed to have a reasonable basis. However, forward looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, which
could cause actual results to differ materially from future results expressed, projected or implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks
include, but are not limited to metals price volatility, currency fluctuations, production performance, increased production costs and variances in
ore grade or recovery rates from those assumed in mining plans, project delay or advancement, environmental risks, approvals and cost
estimates, as well as political and operational risks in the countries and states in which we sell product to, shipping risks and governmental
regulation and judicial outcomes.
You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements as actual outcomes may differ materially from forward looking
statements
The company does not undertake any obligation to release publicly any revisions to any forward looking statement to reflect events or
circumstances after the date of this presentation, or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as may be required under
applicable securities laws.
The information in this announcement does not constitute financial product advice (nor investment, tax, accounting or legal advice) and does not
take into account your individual investment objectives, including the merits and risks involved in an investment in shares in SXG, or your
financial situation, taxation position or particular needs.
All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to Australian currency, unless otherwise stated.
The information in this announcement is in summary form only and this announcement does not contain all the information necessary to fully
evaluate any transaction or investment. It should be read in conjunction with the Company’s periodic and continuous disclosure announcements
to the ASX which are available on the ASX website.
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